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Our Mission 
To enrich Australian culture by communicating human emotion through 

contemporary dance theatre.

We create emotionally driven work with extraordinary dance artists that:

• Touches the human spirit and connects to who we are as human beings

• Speaks to a large and engaged audience locally across  

Queensland and Australia and globally to China

• Possesses an unwavering attention to artistic excellence and process

• Engages an ensemble of dancers who are both fearless and unique

• Establishes local, national and international collaborations and partnerships

• Develops a vibrant dance hub in Brisbane through initiatives that  

promote participation, excellence and sustainability.

Our Values 
Our art underpins our identity

• Dance is at the heart of our work - dance speaks what words cannot

• Theatricality and physicality is central to our aesthetic

• Collaboration with talented dance, music and design artists  

produces innovative and compelling art

• Generosity of spirit, inclusiveness and receptiveness drives our evolution

Our dancers underpin our reputation

• Our ensemble, alongside our Artistic Director, is our greatest asset

• We cherish our dancers’ contribution to our art making

• Our dancers’ safety and wellbeing is paramount

Our community underpins our capacity

• Our community is central to our art making

• A diverse and engaged EDC family brings us the support we need to flourish

• Emerging artists, audiences and arts workers are our future

Our organisation underpins our delivery

• We act with integrity and proficiency

• A happy, positive environment is conducive for creating great work

• We go the extra mile where it is less crowded
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2017 Program

Artistic and educational output for 2017 was high, with:

• 3 Brisbane productions, each demonstrating the 

diversity of the company’s work and the collaboration 

with other artists which is a hallmark of EDC works;

• a month in hong kong, during which the ensemble and 

Artistic Director worked with City Contemporary Dance 

Company of hong kong (CCDC) on development of 

a new work as part of our ground breaking Chinese 

Australian Dance Exchange Project (CADEP);

• performances at a number of corporate and 

festival events, providing an opportunity to 

showcase EDC work to different audiences;

• delivery of multiple successful educational programs, 

in Brisbane, hong kong and Guangzhou.

The diversity encompassed by the company’s artistic vision 

was evident in the numerous choreographic voices which 

comprised the works in our first 2017 production, Propel, and 

our final 2017 production Mozart Airborne, each of which 

featured striking but very different works by both emerging 

choreographers and highly regarded young choreographers. 

And our Artistic Director Natalie Weir’s 2017 signature work 

Behind Closed Doors, again evidenced Natalie’s expert 

realisation of a very human and emotional narrative in 

spectacular dance theatre. Diversity such as this ensures artistic 

vitality; it broadens the experience of both our ensemble and 

audience; it provides opportunity for development and exposure 

for choreographers at different stages of their careers.

Chair’s Report 
mARiAN GiBNEy 

mARiAN GiBNEy i ChAiR 

The centrality of collaboration to EDC’s work could not have 

been better demonstrated than in Mozart Airborne, a very 

successful collaboration with Opera Queensland (Opera-Q). 

The collaboration introduced EDC works to a new audience 

of Opera-Q subscribers and demonstrated that contemporary 

dance theatre and classic opera can combine to deliver a 

unique and beautiful artistic experience. The future direction 

and structure of arts funding in Australia, including the major 

performing arts model, is again under consideration, with 

diverse views on what is the best model. Mozart Airborne 

showed EDC (and, I hope, Opera-Q also) the benefits of 

collaboration between major and smaller arts sector participants. 

Arts funding models should encourage such collaborations.

i have previously commented on the extraordinary undertaking 

and opportunity, which CADEP represents. Now in its third 

year, this many faceted project continues to give EDC and 

our Chinese partner contemporary dance companies, all 

dancers and other staff, as well as audiences in Australia and 

China, a unique cross cultural experience. EDC strives to 

maximise the immediate and long term benefits of this project 

for all, and to share as broadly as possible the learning and 

experience CADEP offers. masterclasses and other educational 

activities by EDC dancers in China and by our Chinese 

partners in Australia, as undertaken in 2017 and planned for 

2018, are a means of achieving this goal. As is our planned 

2018 presentation of the 4Seasons collaborative production 

with CCDC in hong kong, Brisbane, Darwin and Beijing.

In reflecting on Expressions Dance Company’s 
(EDC) output and capacity building in 2017, there 
is much cause for satisfaction. There remain aspects 
of the company’s performance on which we will strive 
to improve in future years in line with the company’s 
strategic goals. 
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CaPaCity and FinanCes

Capacity building is essential to the sustainability of the delivery 

of so many programs by a small company such as EDC. in 2017, 

our work in capacity building progressed, including with:

• the appointment of staff well suited to deliver on 

our development and production goals;

• assistance from Creative Partnerships Australia, 

in developing initiatives and skills needed to 

enhance our non-grant revenue generation;

• assistance from Arts Queensland to review 

our governance structures and practices and 

identify best practice improvements;

• increased revenue through Box Office, other 

performance revenues, cash and in kind support 

and government funding increases. 

We are most grateful for the support of and i thank all 

of: our major funding partners Arts Queensland and 

the Australia Council for the Arts; our CADEP funding 

partner Catalyst – Arts and Culture Fund, Department 

of Communications and Arts, Australian Government; 

our long term producing partner QPAC and our training 

partner QUT; our sponsors, donors and supporters. 

The profit for the year ($4432) was less than we had hoped for 

but profit will vary from year to year. The increase in turnover 

was pleasing, especially the box office revenue increase, and 

we continue to increase our reserves ratio. Production costs in 

2017 were up on 2016, due in large part to the use of multiple 

choreographers and performance of diverse works across 

2 of our 3 productions. To grow our support base, EDC must 

have a meaningful performance presence in its home state of 

Queensland and broaden its appeal; that requires productions 

such as we produced in 2017, which carry attendant costs. 

There remains much to do in building EDC’s financial 

sustainability, and key to that is increasing non grant 

revenues. This is a long term exercise, not something 

which can be achieved in a year. EDC is focused on 

continuing to build awareness of the many aspects of 

our work, and audience and supporter recognition of its 

value, which in time should manifest through increased 

audiences and financial support of the company. 

At board level, in 2017 we reluctantly, but with great gratitude 

for their contribution to EDC, farewelled board members 

Ross Cunningham and Gina mcLellan. We are delighted that 

Roxanne hopkins joined the board late in the year, with her 

skills in arts marketing and knowledge of the sector a great 

asset and assistance. Roxanne’s appointment furthers the 

support, which QPAC has provided over many years now 

through enabling its senior executives to join the EDC board. 

Looking Forward

2018 is a year of intense activity, with 3 productions again in 

Brisbane, performances in hong kong, Darwin and Beijing 

and an expanded education and youth dance schedule of 

activities. By the end of 2018 we will be at the half way mark 

of EDC’s current 4-year funding. in 2018 we need to begin 

detailed planning for beyond 2020, to test our vision and 

business model and ensure that it can continue to deliver 

great contemporary dance theatre and associated education 

through the next 2021 – 2025 funding cycle and beyond.

in closing, i sincerely thank my fellow directors, all EDC 

staff and dancers, our collaborators, partners, sponsors, 

supporters and audiences for their contribution in 2017.

Propel. Image by Fiona Cullen. Pictured Richard Causer.
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Mozart Airborne. Image by Fen Lan Chuang. Pictured L - R  Opera Queensland artists Melissa Gregory and Samuel Piper, and EDC dancers Elise May and Jake McLarnon.

I am pleased that at year’s end we could reflect on the considerable artistic and 
educational output of 2017 and also feel confident that we now have a sound 
funding base to pursue our goals for the next four years and set us up far better 

for the long term. 

Marian Gibney
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ProPeL

Our first season for the year Propel was a platform for both 

emerging and established choreographers to create work, with 

strong dancers, in a supportive environment, and have those 

works presented to the public. EDC seeks to play a large part in 

the support and development of choreographers of the future, 

and i personally believe this essential for contemporary dance to 

evolve and stay relevant, and for our future leaders to emerge.

Propel presented 4 works. Established independent artist 

Lisa Wilson created a stunning dynamic work, emerging 

choreographers Amy hollingsworth and Elise may created 

passionate works, and xu yiming, who was with EDC as part of 

CADEP developed a gorgeous solo work that each of the male 

members of the ensemble performed on different shows.

Our relationship with the talented lighting designer Ben hughes 

continued, and we welcomed Alana sargent to EDC as costume 

designer for the show. Propel saw us back at the Judith Wright 

Centre of Contemporary Arts Performance space. 

Behind CLosed doors

Behind Closed Doors (BCD) was the 6th signature work that 

has been created specifically for premiere in Brisbane on the 

Playhouse stage, in partnership with QPAC. BCD is a re-visioning 

of a work EDC presented in 2010, While Others Sleep. The work 

is set in a worldly hotel, and looks behind closed doors at the 

private lives of some of the hotels guests.

BCD glides between heightened reality and fantasy, realism and 

abstraction. This is essential to the success of the work, and the 

audience, in the role of the voyeur, sees glimpses of characters’ 

lives, in a multitude of short scenes, where the inner workings 

of the character’s minds and lives are exposed. This work was a 

major collaboration between many. Jazz ensemble Trichotomy 

joined us once again, lead by musical director sean Foran 

Artistic Director’s 
Report 
NATALiE WEiR

and musicians John Parker and samuel Vincent their musical 

repertoire was reworked to create the soundscape for BCD, with 

many parts improvised live. special guest artists Rafael karlen 

and kristin Berardi joined the Trichotomy ensemble. 

The stage design by Greg Clarke revealed the walls and 

doors of a hotel, however all is not what it appears to be. The 

set design cleverly hides many elements that heighten the 

emotional state of the characters within the walls and which are 

gradually revealed; it has a character and a seamless dance of 

its own. Lighting design by David Walters acted like the lens of 

a camera, and beautifully moved the space between an inner 

world and outside world, harsh reality and fantasy. Choreography 

was developed through collaboration between the dancers 

and myself. much of the movement came from the dancers 

individually, and i directed and embellished it. We welcomed 

xu yiming as guest artist back to EDC- as part of our Chinese 

Australian Dance Exchange- and his self created solo in BCD was 

truly stunning.

mozart airBorne

Mozart Airborne was a heady mix of opera arias and ensembles 

drawn from existing theatre and concert works, contemporary 

choreography and dance, virtuoso piano recital, theatre and 

lighting design. All of these elements, in addition to the multiple 

stories told within this new work, six choreographers, six dancers, 

six singers, a concert pianist and a creative team are unified by 

the music of one amazing man: W.A. mozart.

One of the great humanists, mozart’s extraordinary ability to 

express emotional, moral, spiritual and intellectual complexity 

is what drew OperaQ Artistic Director Lindy hume and i to the 

idea of joining OperaQ’s and EDC’s forces. We imagined a 

collaboration where music, voice and movement are equally 

valued and which brings our artists and our respective audiences 

together in celebration of all the flaws, foibles and magnificence 

2017 was a busy year, including an 
international collaboration, emerging 
and established choreographer platforms, 
collaborations with two major Australian companies, 
musicians, creative developments, and our ever 
expanding education program. NATALiE WEiR i ARTisTiC DiRECTOR 
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of the human condition. The choreographers all chose their 

own arias, and were given a simple brief about the vision for the 

whole work. They were encouraged to bring their own vision 

to the aria- to understand, but not to necessarily be literal with 

the text of the arias, but rather to let the music inspire them. The 

singers, of course, respond to the music in a very different way. 

A parallel unifying element was the design. All of the works are 

contained within the very simple design/lighting environment 

with a concert piano (and pianist) on the stage and every 

performer has one clothes “look” for all the choreography. Our 

onstage company represents ‘everyday people’ experiencing 

life’s big emotions: the pain of infidelity or separation, religious 

awakening, the ecstasy of love, a silly mood or black humour, 

so we are looking at 12 ordinary-looking people doing some 

pretty extraordinary things. Choreographers were Lisa Wilson, 

stephanie Lake, kristina Chan, Richard Causer, Elise may and 

myself. The simple but effective design was by Bruce mckinven 

and lighting again by Benjamin hughes. Mozart Airborne was 

presented in partnership with QPAC at the Cremorne Theatre. 

it sold out. 

QUt PartnershiP

Our partnership with QUT continued to be of great value to 

connect with young emerging dancers. Through this partnership, 

we welcomed the very talented dancers Tiana Pinnell and 

isabella hood to the stage. A new initiative between QUT and 

EDC, we offer these placements to exceptional dance students 

who are undertaking their honours at QUT, and this professional 

experience is part of their assessment. i hope this will be an 

ongoing initiative. The girls spent a large proportion of the 

year with us, understudying and working daily in a professional 

environment. Due to injuries within the EDC ensemble, they 

performed as part of Mozart Airborne, and Behind Closed Doors. 

EDC also offered QUT students access to daily class, access to 

dress rehearsals, mentoring of the students by EDC dancers, and 

access to creation periods. 

moU with aCPa

EDC has a mOU with the Aboriginal Centre of Performing Arts 

(ACPA). The students are welcomed to attend daily class, to 

observe rehearsals, and to come to dress rehearsals.

everyday reQUiem Creative deveLoPment

in 2016, The Australian Voices (TAV) Artistic Director Gordon 

hamilton and i applied to Brisbane Festival for seed funding to 

bring the two organisations together in a studio to explore the 

idea of writing a Requiem for 20 singers, with 6-8 dancers, and 

to see if there was synergy between the two art forms. The initial 

concept, Vespers was about simple everyday things having 

meaning and importance. This application was successful.

in April 2017 an application was made to the mFi for the next 

phase of creative development of the concept, which became 

Everyday Requiem. This application was also successful and a 

2-week creative development was undertaken.

Everyday Requiem is a work that aims to find the extraordinary 

in the ordinary. seamlessly blending two art forms, song and 

contemporary dance, this is the story of ordinary everyday 

moments of our lives, that make up the rich tapestry of living – 

seen through the eyes of an ordinary man, as he approaches the 

end of his life.

Artists from TAV, an ensemble of six dancers from EDC, and 

twelve senior community members united for this creative 

development. The chorus of singers in the tradition of a Greek 

chorus lends a soaring collective voice not only to the pivotal 

moments of life, but also to the small, everyday moments that 

are no less a part of being human. This work will go on to full 

production in 2018.

Propel. Image by Fiona Cullen. Pictured Jake McLarnon and Alana Sargent.
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aida on the BeaCh

EDC dancers worked with Opera Australia for its production 

of Aida, presented on a specially built stage on the beach at 

Coolangatta. Choreographed by Elise may, the EDC ensemble 

grew to 10 for this special event. Our involvement in this work 

allowed us to extend the dancers contracts for 2017, and Aida 

was a wonderful event for EDC to be involved with, lifting EDC’s 

profile nationally.

Chinese aUstraLian danCe exChange (CadeP)

in 2017, with continued support from Catalyst Australian Arts and 

Culture Fund, through the Australia Council for the Arts, EDC 

continued our groundbreaking partnership with China’s leading 

contemporary dance companies, this year with hong kong's City 

Contemporary Dance Company (CCDC).

Activity in 2017 included: 

• Beijing choreographer yiming created 

a solo for inclusion in Propel;

• yiming also joined the ensemble as a 

dancer for Behind Closed Doors;

• Elise may and Richard Causer taught workshops 

in Guangzhou and shenzhen;

• Elise may choreographed a piece for independent 

artists for inclusion in the Guangdong modern 

Dance Festival under the umbrella of GmDC;

• For the first time EDC connected with the Hong 

kong Academy of Performing Arts, taking a week 

of workshops that showcased the EDC repertoire 

and signature to hong kong dance students.

The EDC ensemble traveled to hong kong for the creation 

period of 4Seasons, a work combining the dancers of EDC with 

the 14 Dancers of CCDC, choreographed by myself. This work will 

form part of a program for presentation in 2018. in 2018, CCDC 

Assistant Artistic Director Dominic Wong will create a work for 

EDC, while kristina Chan will create a work for CCDC, and this will 

form part of a triple Bill, with the combined work created by me.

4Seasons will premiere in hong kong at the ko shan Theatre, 

in Brisbane in partnership with QPAC at the Playhouse Theatre, 

at the Darwin Entertainment Centre and the Beijing Festival. 

This unique collaboration strengthens Australia’s artistic ties with 

China and provides the respective companies with an opportunity 

to use their likeminded dance philosophies to transcend 

cultural boundaries. 

ensemBLe

in 2017 we welcomed two new members to the EDC ensemble. 

Jake mcLarnon, who audiences met in 2016 when he was guest 

artist for When Time Stops, joined the company as a full time 

member, and Alana sargent joined us at the end of 2016 as a 

full time member for our China tour. Richard Causer returned 

to the stage after time off in 2015 with injury. They joined long 

term ensemble members Elise may, Benjamin Chapman and 

michelle Barnett. 

For Mozart Airborne we welcomed katina Olsen, in replacement 

of Alana sargent, who was on leave for the season. For Aida we 

expanded our ranks to welcome Tiana Pinnell, isabella hood, 

Charles Ball, Olivia kingston and Essie horn. i would like to thank 

these beautiful artists for their contribution to 2017.

Choreographers bring ideas into the studio but it is the dance 

artists who take these ideas and run with them creating the 

movement and developing their characters. Each dancer brings 

passion, dedication, vision and respect. Their trust in me and 

EDC and it is empowering - they are brave in the studio- and 

brave in performance and beautiful people- the dancers will 

always be the heart of the company.

Two of our ensemble chose to leave the company at the end 

of 2017, to pursue personal opportunities. michelle Barnett and 

Benjamin Chapman had committed themselves to EDC for more 

than five years, and both brought an evident love of dance and 

great joy to their performances. We will certainly miss them. 

Having undertaken the first open auditions since taking the helm 

of EDC in 2009, i was slightly overwhelmed by the response 

from dancers across the nation and internationally wishing 

to join the company.

seCtor deveLoPment

in 2017, EDC continued to develop our training and education 

programs. Connecting with young aspiring dancers and 

choreographers is at the heart of the EDC vision. The Brisbane 

Contemporary Dance intensive (BCDi) continues to grow and 

evolve, this year with 86 students attending. Alongside the 

talented EDC ensemble we welcomed 12 guest artists: Claire 

marshall, Lizzie Vilmanis, Patrea O’Donoghue, Riannon mcLean, 

sally Wicks, scott Ewen, Wendy Wallace, xU yiming, Anasatasia 

Woolmer, Core yoga, Liesel zink and miranda Glikson

We continued to deliver our Focus professional development 

program to upskill and inspire dance high school teachers, 

who then take that information and experience back to their 

high school dance classes, and we offered 16 positions to 

secondments from around the country and internationally. in 

2018 we will be looking at a pilot for a youth company, to further 

develop our education and connection with youth.

I am proud of the company’s significant achievements in 2017   

– it was a full and inspiring year, with great artistic outcomes, 

growth of audiences and critical recognition. EDC continues 

to deliver high quality contemporary dance that connects 

and 2017 was certainly a year of connection. 
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The dancers are not only wonderful artists but wonderful people,  
and they continue to move and inspire not only me, but all who come  

into contact with them. 

Natalie Weir

Natalie Weir's Behind Closed Doors. Image by Chris Herzfeld. Pictured: Elise May and Benjamin Chapman. 
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2017 has proven to be a busy and significant year for EDC, with:

• major collaborations with Opera Queensland, 

Opera Australia, and City Contemporary 

Dance Company (CCDC) in hong kong;

• the program of three productions in Brisbane, 

interspersed with a substantial number of additional 

activities and initiatives in youth, education, community 

engagement and the corporate sector development 

facilitated by staff, dancers and teaching artists. 

Following substantial change in 2016, 2017 was a year of 

consolidation and growth. With restructuring, the company 

now has a core fulltime team of support staff and an ensemble 

of dancers, all of whom bring experience, enthusiasm and 

commitment to their work. Thanks to them, EDC is well positioned 

to remain a highly respected and integral part of the Australian 

dance sector into the future. 

FinanCiaL rePort

inCome

In 2017 EDC’s turnover was $1,841,250, the highest income level 

in the company’s history. This was achieved through exceeding 

box office expectations across the performance seasons, growth 

in EDC studio hire income and increased income from commercial 

performances, along with the commencement of improved levels 

of core organisational funding from the Queensland Government 

and the Australia Council. 

Core FUnding

EDC was successful in its applications to state and federal 

funding bodies to secure quadrennial organisation funding and 

the financial support from these outcomes commenced in 2017. 

With the Australian Council for the Arts contributing $250,000 

per annum (annual CPI adjusted) and Arts Queensland $600,000 

per annum, EDC has core funding of $850,000 per annum 

secure until 2020. Already, the security of this funding across 

the next few years has enabled EDC to more appropriately staff 

the organisation so that over time it may leverage additional 

support by attracting new partnerships with sponsors, donors and 

philanthropic agencies. This is essential to support the ongoing 

creation and presentation of excellent innovative work.

EDC continues as one of Australia’s leading ensemble based 

contemporary dance theatre companies. The ensemble model 

underpins EDC’s artistic practice, and in 2017, with the security 

of organisational funding, the ensemble of six dancers was 

employed full time across 45 weeks, on average an increase of 

almost 4 weeks on 2016. These additional weeks of employment 

facilitate the ensemble remaining fit and in good health, and 

provides an opportunity to expand their own creative practices. 

The dancers increased availability provides EDC greater ability 

to participate in commercial partnerships and events as well as 

additional educational activities.

other grants

In 2017, all confirmed Catalyst – Australian Arts and Culture 

Fund grants, administered directly by the federal Department 

of Communications and the Arts, were novated to the Australia 

Council for the Arts. This included EDC’s Chinese Australian 

Dance Exchange Program (CADEP) 2016 – 2020 grant, which 

supports a program of activities instigated and championed by 

EDC’s Artistic Director Natalie Weir, in collaboration with Willy 

Tsao, Founder and Artistic Director of City Contemporary Dance 

Company (CCDC) in hong kong, Beijing Dance / LDTx, and 

Guangdong modern Dance Company. CADEP is an ongoing 

commitment to real cultural exchange as EDC’s collaboration 

Executive Report
ChRisTiNE JOhNsTONE 
WiTh AssisTANCE FROm DONNA ORAziO (ACTiNG CEO JULy 2017 - JAN 2018)

ChRisTiNE JOhNsTONE i 
ExECUTiVE DiRECTOR
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with three of China’s major contemporary dance companies 

delivers new works, residencies, performances, workshops, 

and tours each year. 

The Catalyst $600,000 financial commitment across four years 

in 2017 supported EDC to undertake a residency in hong kong 

at CCDC, with Natalie Weir creating a work for the 20 dancers 

of the combined companies. This substantial new work will form 

the central performance in a triple bill 4Seasons programmed 

for our 2018 season. 4Seasons will have its world premiere in 

June 2018 at ko shan Theatre hong kong, ahead of touring to 

Queensland Performing Arts Centre (QPAC) in Brisbane, to Darwin 

Entertainment Centre (DEC) and onto the Beijing Dance Festival.

On the back of receiving $10,000 seed funds in 2016, and with 

active support from Brisbane Festival, in 2017 EDC received a 

further grant of $54,600 from the Major Festival Initiative (MFI) 

to support creative development on a unique collaboration with 

The Australian Voices, Everyday Requiem. The mFi is primarily 

designed to support the commissioning of new Australian works 

of scale by the major Australia international multi-arts festivals. 

After several development weeks exploring themes, concepts, 

movement and choral arrangements, production elements and 

presentation budgets, the outcome was pitched live in melbourne 

to a collective of Artistic Directors from Australian arts festivals 

and presenters from large regional venues. While the work did 

not garner pre-production funding hoped for from mFi, Everyday 

Requiem has generated interest from interstate venues, and will 

be suitably redesigned for presentation at QPAC as part of EDC’s 

2018 season and for possible national and international touring 

in 2019/2020.

PerFormanCes

Box oFFiCe retUrns 

Propel - a mixed choreographic production presented in 

the Performance Theatre of the Judith Wright Centre of 

Contemporary Arts, concluded its season with 3 sellout 

performances, generating new audiences and exceeding forecast 

box office income by 60%.

Behind Closed Doors - Natalie Weir’s signature work, presented 

in QPAC’s Playhouse incorporating live performance by jazz trio 

Trichotomy and guest artists, was a critical and artistic success 

and well received by EDC’s public and school’s audiences. it 

was disappointing that the production did not draw sufficient 

new patrons to generate the anticipated ticket sales. strong 

competition from an expansive program of state, national and 

international ballet companies, across Brisbane venues in 2017 

was a significant factor constraining a higher box office with 

this production.

Mozart Airborne - a collaboration with Opera Queensland 

(OQ), this mixed choreographic work presented in the newly 

refurbished Cremorne Theatre at QPAC, caught the imagination of 

the OQ subscribers early and went on to generate extraordinary 

single ticket sales creating a sell out season where final box office 

exceeded forecast by approximately 40%. 

sPonsorshiPs and PartnershiPs

Queensland Performing Arts Centre (QPAC) is Queensland’s 

premiere performing arts centre, attracting exclusive international 

productions and major Australian works. EDC is both honoured 

and extremely grateful to be considered as a worthy inclusion 

in QPAC’s annual program. The generosity extended to us by 

QPAC, as the co-producer and presenter of our main-stage work, 

has been pivotal to EDC’s growth as Queensland’s premier 

dance theatre company. EDC is very appreciative and thankful 

for the guidance and support extended by Chief Executive John 

kotzas and QPAC’s Program, marketing and Ticketing teams in 

ensuring our 2017 Playhouse and Cremorne Theatre seasons 

were successful. With a vibrant EDC program at QPAC for 2018, 

we look forward to their support continuing.

Our Training Partner QUT Creative industries renewed their 

commitment to our partnership in 2017 with a further three-year 

contract. Our two organisations will continue to work closely 

to support and nurture the education and training of young 

aspiring dancers. Each year we find new areas of engagement 

that enrich the training of these young dancers. Across our 2017 

season, EDC has offered significant company engagement and 

performance experience with our ensemble to two gifted QUT 

honours students. We also thank QUT for their ongoing support 

of our biannual Brisbane Contemporary Dance intensive (BCDi), 

one of our key engagement strategies to inspire and extend 

young dancers. 

The success of EDC in 2017 was made possible through the 

exceptional support of other long term partners, Brisbane Airport 

Corporation, RACQ, GOA Billboards, De Bortoli Wines and 

Core yoga. With our CADEP initiative in full swing, it has been 

an absolute pleasure to work in partnership with singapore 

Airlines and Alex Perry hotel and Apartments, both of whom 

have extended exceptional service to our visiting international 

and domestic creatives and artists. We are very pleased that in 

2018 our partnership with Dendy Cinemas will be renewed and 

PowerArts join us as a season partner. 

2017 was filled with stunning work from an extraordinary pool 

of creatives, teaching artists and production professionals. We 

are grateful for their generosity and passion in supporting the 

ambitious work EDC undertakes. 

donations and PhiLanthroPiC sUPPort

As a not-for-profit company with limited resources, EDC relies on 

the generosity of donors to support our performance program 

and youth, education and community initiatives; we are very 

pleased to receive their ongoing annual support. Employing 

a full-time marketing and Development manager mid-year 

has focused EDC’s commitment to grow in this area, and has 

immediately leveraged additional opportunities with prospective 

and existing supporters. 

in mid-2017, EDC was one of only 12 Australian Arts organisations 

accepted into Creative Partnerships Australia’s (CPA) inaugural 

Arts Fundraising mentorship program. Across a 10-month period 

our marketing and Development manager will work one-on-

one with an experienced arts fundraiser to set organisational 

fundraising goals, while developing skills, methodology 
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Natalie Weir's Behind Closed Doors. Image by Chris Herzfeld. Pictured: Michelle Barnett and Jake McLarnon.

and strategy to be embedded into every operational 

and performance aspect of the company. 

At the same time, EDC was also successful in its application 

to CPA to be included in Plus1, their dollar-for-dollar matched 

fundraising program, designed to boost the fundraising efforts 

orientated towards a specific campaign. In September 2017, 

EDC launched Double impact for Dance, our campaign aiming 

to expand our youth Program in 2018, extending outreach more 

broadly into south East Queensland, and to explore a long held 

dream of establishing an EDC youth Ensemble. 

The fundraising campaign will conclude in April 2018, with 

outcomes to follow. We have been very pleased with the 

response so far to this campaign and extend our sincere thanks 

to all who have supported it. Our sincere thanks also to our 

invest in a Dancer donors and to all other donors who have given 

generously in 2017.

staFF

After significant changes in 2016 and some further adjustment in 

2017, the administrative and production team has now settled and 

are primed to deliver an exciting 2018.

January saw Liana Cantarutti come on board as marketing and 

Development Coordinator and Jade Ellis as Office Administrator 

(later Projects Officer). kirsten Bartholomew, EDC’s marketing 

manager, left us mid year for a change of city. Producer Jennifer 

Livingston moved on in march to pursue her passion for travel 

and to pursue new career opportunities. The company then 

welcomed new producer David Gerrand in may. With a change 

in position description and offering a fulltime contract, we were 

pleased to welcome the experienced Amy hyslop to the team 

as marketing and Development manager in August. 

Leonie Lee, EDC’s Production manager, chose to retire at the end 

of 2017. A seasoned production professional, Nick Engler, has 

already proven to be a formidable and enthusiastic replacement 

since undertaking hand over in November. 

governanCe 

i would like to thank the Board of EDC for their support and 

guidance across 2017. Together we have achieved some 

significant changes, delivering an impressive year of performance 

and engagement, refocused on priorities and stabilised the 

organisational support team.

in particular, i would like to take this opportunity to thank Ross 

Cunningham, an ardent professional and personal supporter and 

a long-term board member of EDC. With his retirement from QPAC 

and his many other positions across the Australia Arts sector, his 

strong and constant advocacy for the Queensland performing arts 

producers and audiences will be missed.

in 2017, Arts Queensland made funds available to review 

board governance across the small to medium arts sector. EDC 

welcomed the opportunity to participate in this review. David 

Fishel, Director, Positive solutions reviewed EDC’s governance 

practices and structure and, following consultation with the Board, 

an action plan was agreed in response to the review. The Board 

will continue to complete the tasks identified as desirable to 

enhance our governance practices. 
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Mozart Airborne. Image by Fen Lan Chuang. Pictured  L - R: Elise May and Michelle Barnett.
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Aida on the Beach. Image by Scott Belzner. Pictured in foreground L - R: Jake McLarnon, Richard Causer, Chales Ball and Benjamin Chapman

marketing & aUdienCe deveLoPment

in 2017, through our performance program, EDC performed 

to approximately 19, 963 people, including EDC season 

performances, special projects and corporate engagements. 

74% of visitors to EDC's website were new visits. Also by the end 

of 2017, EDC increased Facebook followers by 10.8% to 7145. 

Twitter also increased by just under 8% to 1164 and our instagram 

increased by 34% to 2209 followers. Our e-newsletters visited 

3393 inboxes (an increase of 26% from 2016) with an average 

open rate of 25%.

The scope of EDC’s local, national and international performance, 

engagement and touring program in the coming years, demands 

a more intense focus on marketing. The recruitment of a 

marketing and Development manager, a new focus on what 

our brand means, concerted action to strengthen and broaden 

relevant partnerships and sponsorships, are all designed 

to extend EDC’s recognition as a unique and appealing 

dance company. 

Looking Forward

2018 marks Natalie Weir’s 10th season with the company. An 

incredible creative force, Natalie delves deeply into the human 

condition. This, partnered with her eagerness to collaborate with 

artists of all genres, brings work to the stage that captures the 

imagination of audiences and attention of reviewers, inspiring the 

dancers and staff and enhancing the company’s artistic reputation 

and public standing. 2018 will see EDC embrace and collaborate 

with over 200 dancers, singers, musicians, composers, creatives, 

designers, community elders and young people. 

The launch of EDC’s 2018 season at QPAC to a thrilled and 

engaged audience broadcast the company’s vision – to further 

the public understanding of contemporary dance theatre and 

to build momentum around the adventurous and exciting 

opportunities offered by EDC. Whether this be achieved by 

patrons witnessing Australia’s award winning contemporary 

dance theatre company on a local, national or international stage; 

introducing a young person to the joy of dance via our youth 

and education programs; fostering the career of an independent 

artist through connection to the company, or by attracting 

engaged corporate citizens to partner with us, EDC will continue 

to innovate and stimulate, constructing a sustainable future for 

Australian contemporary dance theatre.
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Performance Program  
2017

Natalie Weir's  Behind Closed Doors. Image by Chris Herzfeld. Pictured: Richard Causer and Michelle Barnett.
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Propel. Imaage by Fiona Cullen. Pictured L – R: Alana Sargent, Richard Causer, Elise May and Benjamin Chapman. 

Judith wright centre of contemporary arts season

presented by Expressions Dance company

Propel
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season dates 3-11 march 2017

nUmBer oF 

PerFormanCes
6

venUes
Performance space 

Judith Wright Centre of Contemporary Arts

aUdienCe 

attendanCe
1,068

edC danCers
michelle Barnett / Richard Causer / Benjamin Chapman / 

Elise may / Jake mcLarnon / Alana sargent

ProdUCtion

Production manager – Leonie Lee / stage manager  

– kelly spice / Lighting Associate – Daniel Anderson / 

head Electrician – Ronan humphreys / Costume maker 

– Jayne Warrington / Costume maintenance – Francis 

Pyper / Cutter and Costume maker – Gayle macGregor / 

QUT secondment – madison hirini

Brimming with rich diversity and 
beauty, Propel showcased the latest 
in daring contemporary dance, 
featuring works from China’s Xu 
Yiming and Australia’s Lisa Wilson, 
Amy Hollingsworth and Elise May. 

hoLLow Lands 

Examined the powerful feelings that 

surge inside us when we come to the 

brink… creating a work that teeters 

between abandonment and structure. 

inspired by the sculptural light instillation 

Through hollow Lands by Etta Lilienthal, 

this striking work featured a dramatic 

lighting design by Ben hughes.

Choreography − Lisa Wilson

dancers − michelle Barnett, 

Richard Causer, Benjamin Chapman, 

Elise may, Jake mcLarnon, Alana sargent. 

Costume design – Alana sargent

Lighting design – Ben hughes

sound design – matt Cornell

sound Composition – matt Cornell, 

Guy Webster and Ben Ely, yvan Teirson

Lighting Concept – inspired by Through 

hollow Lands by Etta Lilienthal. Realized 

in collaboration with Ben hughes, 

Bruce mckinven and Leonie Lee. 

written on the Body 
highlighted the power we each hold to 

determine who we let into our intimate 

private world, how each person shapes 

the way we perceive ourselves and how 

each encounter changes our future. 

Choreography − Elise may

dancers − michelle Barnett, 

Richard Causer, Benjamin Chapman, 

Jake mcLarnon, Alana sargent. 

Costume design – Alana sargent

Lighting design – Ben hughes

audiovisual design – Elise may in 

collaboration with Ben hughes

music – Excerpts from music by 

Frank Bretschneider & Ralph steinbrüchel, 

Origamibiro, Ólafur Arnalds, Julia kent, 

Agnes Obel and Nicholas Jaar.

waiting aLone 
in an Australian premiere, Chinese 

choreographer xu yiming presented 

his acclaimed solo Waiting Alone, with 

choreography that redefines movement.

Choreography – xu yiming

dancers – solo featuring Richard Causer 

(3 & 11 march), Benjamin Chapman (8 & 10 

march) and Jake mcLarnon (4 & 9 march)

Costume design – Alana sargent 

Lighting design – Ben hughes 

sound design – xu yiming 

music – moonlight sonata by Beethoven

deePer than ink 
From the exhilarating and all-consuming first 

fall, to the creeping suffocation of feeling, to 

the grief of a love still deeply etched in one’s 

heart, yet lost. Deeper Than Ink explored the 

tumultuous and powerful emotional intensity 

of having someone inked on your soul deeper 

than any tattoo.

Choreography – Amy hollingsworth

dancers – michelle Barnett, Richard Causer, 

Benjamin Chapman, Elise may, Jake mcLarnon 

and Alana sargent

Costume design – Alana sargent 

Lighting design – Ben hughes 

sound design – Wil hughes

music – Flex, Peter Venkman Part 1 and secant 

by Ben Frost and Church Dream by Ryuichi 

sakamoto & Alva Noto

reveiws
"In a nutshell, 'Propel' 2017 is brimming with 

creativity, and showcases the latest in daring 

contemporary dance … " sCENEsTR

"The EDC dancers are a powerful mix of artist, 

performer, and extreme athlete ... If you haven’t 

been to an Expressions Dance Company 

(EDC) show, you are missing some of the 

most evocative performances in Brisbane … " 

AUssiE ThEATRE.COm

"The dancers all shone throughout the whole 

performance. Athletic, expressive, and each 

with an individual style, they are inspiring and 

energising to watch." xs ENTERTAiNmENT
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Natalie Weir's Behind Closed Doors. Image by Chris Herzfeld. Pictured: Michelle Barnett and Jake McLarnon.

Natalie Weir’s 
Behind Closed Doors

Queensland performing arts centre (Qpac) playhouse season 

presented by Expressions Dance company and Queensland performing arts centre 
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This stunning work, 
choreographed by EDC’s 
Artistic Director Natalie 
Weir, gave a scintillating peek 
through hotel room doors as 
audiences were drawn into 
the private lives of staff and 
late night guests. Showcasing 
breathtakingly beautiful and 
athletic dance, this poetic kiss-
and-tell revealed the darkness, 
playfulness and fragility of 
human nature. Behind Closed 
Doors featured seductive live 
jazz composed and performed 
by award winning Queensland 
trio, Trichotomy with special 
guests, vocalist Kristin 
Berardi and saxophonist 
Rafael Karlen.

reveiws
“…terrific… the music played 

live on stage adds a wonderful 

dimension. Choreographer 

Natalie Weir likes to probe 

human emotion and she does 

that again in this emotive show.” 

THE COURIER-MAIL

“The collaboration between 

EDC & Jazz ensemble, 

Trichotomy has produced a 

phenomenal contemporary 

work that brought the audience 

to its feet in appreciation.” 

DANCETRAIN MAGAZINE

“The strength and athleticism of 

EDC's dancers, as always, are 

first class, showing human fragility 

through powerfully emotive 

dance…” QUEENSLAND TIMES

“The EDC dancers, as always a 

pleasure to watch, each brought 

their own unique style and 

audacity of execution to this work” 

DANCE AUSTRALIA

season dates 19–27 may

nUmBer oF 

PerFormanCes
6

venUes Playhouse, QPAC

aUdienCe 

attendanCe
2,557 

Creative team 

Concept – Natalie Weir and Greg Clarke

Choreography – Natalie Weir with the EDC Dancers

musical Director – sean Foran

Designer – Greg Clarke

Lighting Design – David Walters

Rehearsal Director – sally Wicks

edC danCers

michelle Barnett

Richard Causer

Benjamin Chapman, 

Elise may

Jake mcLarnon

Alana sargent

QUt honoUrs 

stUdent danCers

isabella hood

Tiana Pinnell 

mUsiC

trichotomy

sean Foran – Piano

John Parker – Drums

samuel Vincent – Acoustic Bass

with special guests

kristin Berardi – Vocals

Rafael karlen – saxophone

ProdUCtion

Production manager – Leonie Lee 

stage manager – kelly spice 

sound Designer – Brett Cheney

head Electrician – Ronan humphreys

head mechanist – kieran Cerato 

Cutter and Costume maker – Gayle mcGregor 

Scenic Artist  – Shaun Caulfield 

Costume maintenance – Frances Pyper 

set Construction – DC Creative services Pty Ltd

Additional set construction – Jennifer Livingstone, 

Campbell misfeld
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Mozart Airborne

Mozart Airborne. Image by Fen Lan Chuang.  
Pictured L-R  back row: Richard Causer, Benjamin Chapman, Michelle Barnett, Jake McLarnon.  

L-R front Hayley Sugars (OperaQ), Elise May, Katina Olsen and Emily Turner (OperaQ).  

Queensland performing arts centre (Qpac) cremorne theatre season 

presented by Expressions Dance company, opera Queensland and Queensland performing arts centre 
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Voices and bodies take flight 
in this stunning premiere 
production celebrating 
the beauty and complexity 
of some of Mozart’s most 
sublime arias and ensembles 
including music from some 
of his most famous operas, 
Don Giovanni, Così fan 
tutte and The Marriage 
of Figaro. Six singers 
from Opera Queensland 
joined Expressions Dance 
Company’s compelling 
ensemble of six dancers to 
perform new works from some 
of Australia’s most celebrated 
choreographers.

Mozart Airborne weaves a fabric 

of stories through arias, duets 

and scenes brought together by 

co-directors Natalie Weir and Lindy 

hume. Featuring virtuosic pianist 

Alex Raineri, this combination 

of dance, opera and mozart’s 

soaring melodies was framed 

within a design, which celebrates 

each component

reveiws
“… a one-hour show of 

athleticism and emotion … 

mesmerising and awe inspiring” 

QUEENSLAND TIMES

“… an evening of snapshots of 

life’s big emotions conveying 

despair, infidelity, grief, faith 

and love found and lost.” 

STAGE WHISPERS

“... a stunning fusion of classical 

and contemporary … Mozart 

Airborne is, ultimately, a superior 

melding of art forms, a celebration 

of all that we are capable 

of, whether that be dancing, 

performing, singing, or simply 

living.” WEST END MAGAZINE  

“...bold, ambitious… … 'Mozart 

Airborne' will be remembered 

long after this season ends.” 

season dates 4–12 August

nUmBer oF 

PerFormanCes
11

venUe Cremorne Theatre, QPAC

aUdienCe 

attendanCe
2,476

Creative team

Directors – Natalie Weir and Lindy hume 

Designer – Bruce mckinven 

musical Director – Narelle French 

Lighting Designer – Ben hughes 

Rehearsal Director – Lizzie Vilmanis

ChoreograPhers

Richard Causer

kristina Chan

stephanie Lake

Elise may

Natalie Weir (with the EDC dancers)

Lisa Wilson

danCers

michelle Barnett

Richard Causer

Benjamin Chapman, 

Elise may

Jake mcLarnon

katina Olsen

UnderstUdy 

danCers

isabella hood

Tiana Pinnell

Pianist Alex Raineri

oPeraQ singers

sarah Crane

melissa Gregory

samuel Piper

hayley sugars

Emily Turner

Dominic J. Walsh

ProdUCtion

Production manager – Leonie Lee

stage manager – kelly spice

head Electrician – Ben shotton

Costume maintenance – Frances Pyper

set Construction – iceworks Design

Audio Visual – Optikal Bloc 
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Chinese Australian Dance 
Exchange Project (CADEP) 

2016 – 2020

 Image by David Kelly.
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toUring Party

artistiC direCtor Natalie Weir

edC danCers
michelle Barnett, Richard Causer, Benjamin Chapman, 

Elise may, Jake mcLarnon, Alana sargent

exeCUtive direCtor Christine Johnstone

ProdUCtion manager Leonie Lee

rehearsaL direCtor Lizzie Vilmanis

aCtivity
residency 

LoCation
hong kong, guangzhou, shenzhen

dates
16 october – 23 november 2017

work in deveLoPment
hong kong

EDC Artistic Director, the ensemble of 

EDC dancers, Rehearsal Director and 

Production manager were in residence 

in hong kong to work with City 

Contemporary Dance Company (CCDC) 

in the development of the joint work to 

be presented in a triple bill in EDC and 

CCDC 2018 seasons. Natalie Weir worked 

with 20 dancers from both companies, 

the music of max Richter and Vivaldi, 

and CCDC’s General. At the end of the 

development period Natalie’s piece was 

presented to a selected group of CCDC 

stakeholders, Australian Consul-General 

staff, members of the expat community, 

and senior staff from the hong kong 

Academy of Performing Arts (hkAPA). 

Performed in the ko shan Theatre studio, 

the 20-minute piece generated an 

exceptional response from all in the room, 

and a genuine excitement regarding its 

world premier on the main-stage of the ko 

shan Theatre in June 2018. The remaining 

pieces in this triple bill will be developed in 

April 2018, with Dominic Wong, (Assistant 

Artistic Director, CCDC) being in residence 

with EDC for one month, and kristina Chan 

(hong kong born/Australian trained dancer 

and choreographer) will travel to hong 

kong to create a work on CCDC.

workshoPs
hong kong academy of Performing  

arts (hkaPa). 

Organised by Professor Jaime Redfern, 

head of Contemporary Dance, four of 

the ensemble and EDC’s Production 

manager remained in hong kong to 

undertake workshops in choreography 

and partnering work with approximately 

50 first and second year students at 

hkAPA school of Dance. 

hkAPA = 25 students over 5 workshops 

shenzhen = 52 students over 10 workshops 

Guangzhou = 18 students over 1 day

ProFessionaL 
deveLoPment and 
workshoPs
guangzhou and shenzhen

Upon request from Guangdong modern 

Dance Company (GmDC), two of EDC’s 

ensemble returned to mainland China 

to build on opportunities undertaken in 

2016. Elise may auditioned and worked 

with independent Chinese dancers 

in Guangzhou to choreograph a new 

work, which was presented as part of 

the Guangdong modern Dance Festival 

in November 2017. Richard Causer 

returned to shenzhen to facilitate and 

lead a weeklong series of workshops for 

dancers of all levels.
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Special Projects 2017 

Aida on the Beach. Photo by Scott Balzner. 
Featuring Isabella Hood, Tiana Pinnell, Charles Ball , Michelle Barnett, Richard Causer, Benjamin Chapman, Jake McLarnon and Alana Sargent. 
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PUBLiC PerFormanCe

event Opera Australia – Griffith Opera On the Beach – AiDA

Presented By
Opera Australia in partnership with City of Gold Coast and Tourism & Events Queensland 

and in association with Bleach* Festival.

edC aCtivity

EDC’s Elise may choreographed the EDC dancers with guest 

dancers in the roles of slaves and priestesses. 

A royal love triangle, a fight for freedom and the famous ‘Triumphal March’ lit up the 

sky when Aida was presented on Coolangatta beach. It was a night at the theatre, 

re-imagined for the kind of evening where you couldn’t bear to go inside.

A huge cast and orchestra performed Verdi’s famous music in a new 

production featuring fireworks of the vocal and exploding kind, colourful 

costumes and local surf lifesavers parading past you on the sand.

Creative team

Conductor – Tahu matheson

Director – hugh halliday

set Designer – David Fleischer

Costume Designer – Anna Cordingley

Lighting Designer – David Walters

sound Designer – Adrian Riddell

Choreographer – Elise may 

Assistant Director – Ann Reid

danCers
Charles Ball / michelle Barnett / Richard Causer / Benjamin Chapman / isabella hood /  

Essie horn / Olivia kingston / Jake mcLarnon / Tiana Pinnell / Alana sargent

season dates 21–30 september

nUmBer oF PerFormanCes 5

venUe Coolangatta Beach

aUdienCe 11,004

CorPorate event invitations

event Alliance Francaise French Film Festival – Ladies’ Night Out

edC aCtivity

EDC was invited by Alliance Francaise to perform at this event prior to a screening of 

The Dancer/La Danseuse. introduced by Christine Johnstone, EDC Dancers Benjamin 

Chapman and michelle Barnet performed a stunning duet To Frozen Lake, choreographed 

by Natalie Weir, set to a song of the same name by Brisbane musician Timothy Carroll. The 

performance was very warmly received and two double passes to Behind Closed Doors 

were given away as prizes at the event. 

date 24 march 2017

venUe Palace Centro

aUdienCe 300
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event sensory

Presented By Opera Queensland and Queensland Art Gallery/ Gallery of modern Art

edC aCtivity

OperaQ artists guided patrons through the gallery spaces in a series of surprising, moving 

and beautiful performance moments, including a performance by EDC Dancers Richard 

Causer and michelle Barnett choreographed by Lisa Wilson for the upcoming collaboration 

with OQ, Mozart Airborne. 

dates 7 April 2017

venUe GOmA

estimated aUdienCe 450

event Teneriffe Festival

edC aCtivity
EDC Dancer Jake mcLarnon collaborated with projection artist matt sheridan and TW Fine 

Art to present a solo work titled Exchange(s). 

dates 1 July 2017

venUe macquarie street, Teneriffe

estimated aUdienCe 710

event We All Dance

Presented By

Presented by QPAC in partnership with insideOutside Theatre Company, micah Projects, 

mDA, Access Arts, Aboriginal Centre for the Performing Arts, yourtown, ipswich Civic Centre 

and QUT

edC aCtivity

Artists from the Royal Ballet collaborated with community groups and Queensland teaching 

artists over 9 weeks to produce a series of short new dance works culminating in an uplifting 

performance. EDC associate artist sally Weeks choreographed a short piece with a group of 

women from multicultural Development Australia. 

dates 2 July 2017

venUe melbourne street Green, QPAC

estimated aUdienCe 300

event Ballet Theatre of Queensland 80th Anniversary Gala

edC aCtivity
EDC Dancers Elise may and Jake mcLarnon performed an excerpt from Mozart Airborne 

choreographed by Lisa Wilson. 

dates 30 July 2017

venUe Concert hall QPAC

estimated aUdienCe 898
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Promotional Image for Exchange(s) at Teneriffe Festival. Pictured: Jake McLarnon.

event singapore Airlines Gala Dinner

venUe Concert hall stage, QPAC

edC aCtivity

EDC dancers michelle Barnett and Benjamin Chapman performed Natalie Weir’s To Frozen 

Lake at a gala dinner for singapore Airlines – EDC’s international Airline partner. QPAC 

hosted the event which launched Singapore Airlines fourth daily flight between Brisbane and 

singapore, to their C-suite executives, key staff and stakeholders. 

dates 23 August 2017

estimated aUdienCe 200
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Dance Sector  
Development 

BCDI Winter 2017. Photo by FenLan Chuang 
Feature Benjamin Chapman, Richard Causer and Jake McLarnon.
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ContemPorary danCe 
workshoPs
EDC successfully delivered workshops at the request of 
individual schools that were customised according to the 
learning needs of the class. The outline of these 60 – 90 
minute workshops were created collaboratively with the 
teacher. 

nUmBer oF stUdents 

who PartiCiPated 

in a workshoP

367

nUmBer oF workshoPs 

deLivered
18

teaChers (in addition 

to the edC ensemBLe)

Amelia stokes

Anastasia Woolmer

Charles Ball

sally Wicks

FoCUs
Professional Development Program for Dance Teachers 

dates 24 April and 21 August 2017

venUe EDC studio

attendanCe 21 teachers

FaCiLitators 
Rhiannon mcLean  

with the EDC ensemble

Focus aims is to inspire teachers and give them practical exercise and tools 

to take into the classroom. The two workshops running within school hours 

aligned with assessment practices of the syllabus focusing on choreography 

and choreographic development, technique, repertoire and developing an 

understanding of Natalie Weir’s creative process.

QUt honoUrs stUdent Program
As part of the official QUT training partnership, EDC welcomed two 

exceptional QUT honours students to train with the company and perform/

understudy in Behind Closed Doors. This led to other opportunities including 

understudying for Mozart Airborne and performing in Aida on the Beach. 

QUt honoUrs stUdents
isabella hood

Tiana Pinnell

BCDI Winter 2017. Photo by FenLan Chuang 
Feature Benjamin Chapman, Richard Causer and Jake McLarnon.
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danCe seCondments
16 secondments from dance training institutions across Australia and 

New zealand joined us for a week. Opportunities were also given to 

independent artists / graduates. 

27–31 marCh

Felix Palmerson

Georgia Pierce

Jayden Grogan

Queensland University 

of Technology (QUT)

3–7 aPriL Jayden Grogan
Queensland University 

of Technology (QUT)

5–9 JUne
Olivia kingston

Brittany Page
sydney Dance Company

12–16 JUne
Nick Jachno

isabella Coluccio

New zealand school 

of Dance

19–23 JUne
Olivia kingston

Emily molnar
sydney Dance Company

26–30 JUne
Lilly king

scott Galbraith

Western Australian 

Academy of Performing 

Arts (WAAPA)

10–14 JULy

zoe Gray 

Alana stenning 

meredith kalaman (Canada)

Adelaide College 

of the Arts

17–21 JULy 

montana Tomkyn 

Gabrielle Loveridge 

Oscar Dews

sydney Dance Company

teChniCaL ProdUCtion 
seCondment
QUT Bachelor of Fine Arts (Technical Production) student madison hirini 

assisted and observed Production Manager Leonie Lee during final 

rehearsals and throughout the season of Propel at the Judith Wright Centre 

of Contemporary Arts Performance space. 

internshiPs 
EDC‘s marketing department was able to fund two paid videography/

photography intern positions and one unpaid social media intern for the 

season of Propel, with the goal of providing valuable work experience 

for recent graduates who aspire to careers in arts marketing and 

creative services. 

Andy Green Videographer – Trailer and Vox pops

samara sutton-Baker Rehearsal photography 

sarah Tran 
social media intern (One full day a week,  

30 January – 11 march)

BCDI Winter 2017. Photo by FenLan Chuang
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dates

summer Week 1: 9 – 13 January 2017

summer Week 2: 16 – 20 January 2017

Winter: 3 – 7 July 2017

venUe
QUT Dance studios z9,  

kelvin Grove Campus EDC studio 

nUmBer oF PartiCiPants 51 (summer), 35 (Winter)

emPLoyment
13 dance practitioners 

from around Australia

gUest teaChers  

(in addition to 

edC danCers)

Core yoga (Nathan Tight  

and Chanthalah Webster-Tight)

scott Ewen 

Patrea O’Donoghue

miranda Glikson

Claire marshall

Riannon mcLean

Lizzie Vilmanis

Wendy Wallace

sally Wicks

Anastasia Woolmer

xu yiming

Liesel zink

edC ComPany CLass 
EDC engages independent artists to teach daily class

gUest teaChers  

(in addition to 

edC danCers)

yolande Brown

Bradley Chatfield

Rosetta Cook

Core yoga (Nathan Tight)

Fiona Cullen

miranda Glikson

Natalie hammond

Tony Lewis

Riannon mcLean

Catherine mullins

Lizzie Vilmanis 

zaimon Vilmanis

sally Wicks

Anastasia Woolmer

Liesel zink

BrisBane 
ContemPorary 
danCe 
intensive (BCdi)
“This was such a valuable 
experience. I felt that I learn 
more about myself and different 
movement styles…” 
– BCDi Flourish Participant 

summer 2017

EDC’s Brisbane Contemporary 

Dance intensive (BCDi), in its 8th 

year in 2017, is one of Australia’s 

most highly regarded short 

contemporary dance training 

courses. in addition to being 

facilitated by EDC’s world-class 

ensemble, some of Australia’s best 

contemporary dance practitioners 

are invited to share their skills 

and insights with the students. 

Conducted annually in both summer 

and Winter, BCDi previously offered 

two week-long programs Expand 

and Flourish, for ages 13 through to 

17+. For the first time in Winter 2017 

EDC expanded started Awaken for 

ages 12+, comprising of three half 

days in the EDC studio. it was well 

attended and will remain part of 

BCDi in 2018. 
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2017 Goal Review

Mozart Airborne. Image by Fen Lan Chuang. Pictured: Dominic J. Walsh (OperaQ) and Michelle Barnett.
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Artistic Excellence
Powerful contemporary dance theatre that resonates with audiences, and is 

globally recognised for its unique aesthetic

“Absolutely wonderful world class performance.” 
Behind Closed Doors Audience survey 

“This was an exquisite event. It deserved  
a longer season. Brilliant!.” 
Mozart Airborne Audience survey

“Companies like EDC are what make  
our Australian arts community so diverse  
and visionary.”  
West End magazine 

“It was super entertaining and creative.  
It's really opened my eyes so a new  
and different style of dance.” 
Propel Audience survey

As a contemporary dance theatre company, EDC is one of 

the few in Australia to aim to employ an ensemble full-time. 

in 2017, 45 weeks of employment for the 6 dancers of the 

ensemble created a collegial group who trust, understand 

and are interconnected, informing Natalie’s creation of a 

new signature work, and her ability to curate a 2017 season 

where the audience experienced new work created by other 

choreographers on the EDC ensemble.

EDC maintained its commitment to present 2017’s signature 

work in QPAC’s Playhouse. Natalie Weir’s Behind Closed 

Doors was a work of scale, which clearly conveyed her highly 

regarded and unique aesthetic, strong characterisation 

and narrative to the audience. Collaborating throughout 

the development with jazz trio Trichotomy and their guest 

artists, Vocalist kirsten Berardi and saxophonist Raphael 

karlen, Natalie then incorporated these artists into the 

production having them perform live on stage interacting 

with the dancers to enhance her storytelling. The full-length 

work showcased the strength and agility of the six ensemble 

dancers and guest artist, xu yiming from BeijingDance/LTDx, 

attracting national attention, along with extremely positive 

audience and reviewer responses.

The two other 2017 performance seasons, Propel and 

Mozart Airborne, placed EDC in the position to commission 

and present work from both emerging and acclaimed local, 

national and international choreographers including kristina 

Chan, stephanie Lake, xu yiming and Lisa Wilson. Witnessing 

the outcomes of this collaborative work, the audience was 

captivated, with audience recommendations manifesting in 

multiple sellout performances across both seasons.

EDC’s Chinese Australian Dance Exchange Program 

continues to showcase the company’s work on the 

international stage. With EDC’s residency and work in 

development and the preliminary showing of the joint piece 

with CCDC completed in hong kong in 2017, anticipation 

is now building across both countries and companies, as 

we aim towards the world premier and international tour of 

4Seasons in 2018. 
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Audience 
Development

Be a company that connects to its community, its place and its audience.

Exceeding audience numbers for our program of 

productions, and with significant public and private 

events, it is exceptional that approximately 19,963 people 

experienced EDC over a total of 35 performances in 2017. 

This is an increase of 9,679 people from previous year’s 

figure – an increase of 94%. 

Our performances Propel, Behind Closed Doors and Mozart 

Airborne attracted a combined audience of 6101. Our 

collaborations with Opera Queensland and Trichotomy not 

only contributed to 2017’s artistic vibrancy, but also allowed 

us to be introduced to new audiences – in this instance, 

opera and jazz fans. As with these musical collaborations, 

engaging outside choreographers such as Lisa Wilson, Amy 

hollingsworth and China’s xu yiming for Propel allowed 

us to attract their respective followers. in the case of xu 

yiming, the publicity surrounding this international guest 

choreographer potentially allowed us to attract interest from 

dance fans in the local Chinese community. 

A contributing factor to this healthy sales figure is the 

continued growth of EDC’s school’s audience through 

direct marketing to teachers, and value adding to the 

performance experience with relevant resource kits 

and workshops. 1291 school students attended the 

three seasons at either Judith Wright Centre or QPAC, 

representing 21% of our total audience. 

Brisbane is EDC’s home, and in 2017 the company 

reconnected deeply with it’s surrounding community, 

introducing ourselves to new audiences across the city. 

Whether attendees at OperaQ’s and QAGOmA’s sensory 

or members of Brisbane refugee community connected to 

mDA, these links enhance our awareness of possibilities 

that may influence strategic planning and program 

development into the future. 

Alongside the public activations at the French Film Festival 

and the Teneriffe Festival, EDC was contracted to deliver 

6 performances of Opera Australia’s Griffith Opera on 

the Beach – Aida on the Beach, singapore Airlines’ Gala 

Dinner, OperaQ and QAGOmA’s sensory and Queensland 

Ballet Theatre’s 80th Anniversary Gala, which in all attracted 

an estimated combined audience of 13,562 people and 

contributed to increased EDC’s brand profile in South East 

Queensland. 

As EDC continues to expose itself to potential new 

audiences, we are extremely proud of the relationship 

we have developed with existing audiences. Feedback is 

always overwhelmingly positive, suggesting our audience 

is loyal and engaged by the works. As EDC’s co-producer, 

QPAC provides our primary performance spaces, however 

with their ticket provider QTix expanding its reach to 

include other venues in Brisbane, we are now able to draw 

more significantly on ticketing data gathered across the 

season. Using the data intelligently, we intend to maximise 

our limited marketing budget with expectation that our 

audiences will continue to grow. 
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Artform 
Development 

Inspired future dancers, choreographers and audiences.

EDC's education program in 2017 attracted 1,291 school 

students to our in-theatre performance program to see 

Propel, Behind Closed Doors and Mozart Airborne. Further, 

17 schools and 367 students took part in our in-school 

workshop program throughout the year, working with an 

EDC or associated dancer to learn new contemporary 

dance techniques and repertoire. 

EDC continued its work with long-term training partner 

QUT, offering opportunities for students, primarily within the 

Dance discipline, to connect with EDC professionals across 

a range of unique industry and real work experiences. 

These included the provision of mentoring, students joining 

EDC dancers in company class, secondment opportunities 

and opportunities to join intensive workshops through 

EDC’s BCDi program. EDC welcomed two honours students 

to join the performance season of Behind Closed Doors 

which led to their engagement as understudies in Mozart 

Airborne and to join the cast of Opera Australia’s Aida on 

the Beach. 

86 aspiring student and young professional dancers 

participated in the Brisbane Contemporary Dance 

intensive (BCDi) programs in summer and Winter in 2017. 

This intensive training course for contemporary dance 

enables young dancers to work exclusively with EDC’s 

dancers, alongside a handpicked selection of guest 

teachers, including some of the best dance artists in the 

industry. Courses were available for three levels of age 

and experience. 

16 dancers in training from across Australia and New 

zealand received a secondment opportunity with EDC, 

each spending one week or more receiving mentorship 

and new skills during an intensive professional dance 

company experience. 21 teachers spent a full day in 

Professional Development with EDC and our education 

consultants to discover new ideas for teaching dance 

linked with curriculum based outcomes through our annual 

Focus program. 

EDC continues its focus as Queensland’s leading 

contemporary dance theatre company, of providing 

support to the contemporary dance industry and providing 

opportunities to young dancers to learn and grow within 

the sector. 
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Capacity 
Be a flourishing and dynamic company here for the future

Partnering, collaborating and leadership have aided the 

delivery of a strong artistic voice and brand for EDC in 2017. 

2017 has brought change and renewed vigor across the 

entire company. EDC has reached beyond core activities, 

leveraging existing funding, securing new corporate 

partnerships, reconnected to our patrons and undertaken 

several audience development activities and initiatives. 

EDC prides itself on a strong and loyal network of creators, 

artists, donors, sponsors, partners, presenters and 

stakeholders who enhance every aspect of the company. 

in 2017 we welcomed new partners Alex Perry hotel and 

Apartments and in 2018, we will commence the year by 

welcoming PowerArts and Dendy Cinemas as new partners 

supporting our upcoming seasons

EDC was pleased to report a minor operating surplus of 

$4,432 for 2017 in what was an extremely active year for the 

company. This is evidenced by the significant increase in 

the company’s turnover to $1.84 million over that achieved 

in previous years including $1.57 million in 2016. 

With many partnerships and collaborations and a longer 

dance season, there were major increases in EDC’s earned 

income with box office, performance fees, and partnership 

and sponsorship funding. The company maintained solid 

results with the dance development program, studio hire, 

and other related income. EDC exceeded the % targets 

for earned and private sector funding ratios of total 

income for 2017. 

The company reports net assets of $185,405 as at 31 

December 2017. This position, as in 2016, is a significant 

improvement of that reported from 2012 to 2015. As at 

31 December 2017, EDCs Reserves Ratio of 10.4% well 

exceeds Arts Queensland’s required minimum reserves 

ratio of 5%. While results will vary year to year, the 

company’s goal remains to steadily build reasonable cash 

reserves to allow for the development and action of longer 

term strategic initiatives.

The reorganisation of resources in 2017 positions EDC 

well to build on its successes and to consolidate its position 

as a pillar for the dance community in Queensland and 

an acknowledged leader in contemporary dance theatre 

in Australia.
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Governance 

The company, with assistance from an Arts Queensland 

grant, engaged Positive solutions to undertake a 

governance review in the latter half of 2017. That review 

encompassed a survey of all board members and review 

of the company’s governance documents. Following the 

review, a list of items requiring action was compiled, with 

11 actions to be undertaken by the company, each within 

an allotted time frame with the majority to be completed 

in 2018. The board is working through the action plan in 

accordance with the timeline and advice obtained.

Below is EDC’s report in relation to the Australia Council’s 

Essential Governance Practices for Arts Organisations. 

EDC reports only on areas of those guidelines in respect 

of which we have identified non compliance or on which 

further work is required. Whilst acknowledging the core 

importance of good governance, and working to improve/

update our structures and processes as noted, the creation 

and upkeep of many of the documents called for by these 

guidelines is a significant challenge for a small organisation 

like EDC, where resources are stretched to deliver the 

company’s artistic and educational output.

1. Lay solid Foundations for management and 

oversight: a formal charter of the boards responsibilities 

(and the distinction between those and management 

responsibilities) is to be adopted in 2018; the risk 

management framework and plan requires review 

in 2018, with progressive updating during that and 

subsequent years; performance evaluation of the Artistic 

Director was not undertaken in 2017.

2. structure the Board to add value: maximum board 

terms are to be introduced with a new Constitution in 

2018; there is no formal board evaluation process and 

no evaluation was undertaken in 2017; board member 

skills and experience are noted in the director’s report. 

There is no formal process for nomination selection and 

appointment of directors.

3. act ethically and responsibly: there is a company, 

but not a board, Code of Conduct – a Board Code is 

one of the action items to be developed following the 

governance review undertaken in 2017.

4. ensure diversity: the company does not have 

a diversity policy.

5. safeguard integrity in all reporting: the board 

has, (and has slated for a 2018 update) an Audit and 

Risk Committee charter; the auditor does not attend 

the company’s AGm and, given the small number of 

members of the company, it is not considered necessary 

that there be such attendance.

6. engage with stakeholders: company policies and 

procedures to guide compliance exist but require 

updating, a task which is progressive.

7. recognise and manage risk: the company’s risk 

management framework and risk register requires 

review and progressive updating as noted in 1 above; 

the principal material risk to the company is financial, 

namely the cessation of state Government and Australia 

Council core grant support, which is managed by 

undertaking activities in accordance with the agreements 

with each of those bodies and ensuring delivery of the 

company’s strategic plan.

8. remunerate Fairly and responsibly: there are no 

formal remuneration policies; the company remunerates 

in accordance with legal requirements and within its 

budgetary constraints. 
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Propel. Image by Fiona Cullen. Pictured: Alana Sargent
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Review of Operations
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Information on Directors

tony denhoLder 

LLB (Queensland Univerity of Technology), Bachelor of Civil Laws (Oxford)

ross CUnningham

rhyLL gardner

Executive MBA INSEAD; Master of Arts Macquarie University; Master of Applied Finance Macquarie University

marian giBney 

Member of Australian Institute of Company Directors. BA/LLB (Hons) University of Queensland

roxanne hoPkins

Bachelor of Business, Management, Queensland University of Technology
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Information on Directors 
 

Gina McLellan (Graduate Australian Institute of Company Directors; Bachelor of Architecture (Hons); 
Bachelor Design Studies, University of Queensland) 
Gina has an extensive career in talent management and human resources over the past 15 years.  Her expertise covers 
Executive Recruitment, Search and Selection, Change Management, HR Advisory, and Learning and Development.  Her 
most recent appointment was Managing Director, Asia, for one of the largest international Human Resource 
organisations. Her executive responsibilities have included people management, operations and commercial 
development. Gina primarily consults in the areas of Strategy, Management and Diversity. She currently acts as an 
independent Director on a number of Not-For-Profit boards including the Chair of The Duchesne College Foundation 
UQ and a Member of the University of Queensland Art Museum Advisory Committee. Gina was appointed to the EDC 
Board in May 2013 and served on the Market Development Committee. Gina resigned from the Board in May 2017 
after four years of service. 
 
Dare Power  (Graduate Australian Institute of Company Directors; Master of Business Administration, 

Executive (EMBA), Australian Graduate School of Management; Master of Film and Television, 
Bond University; Bachelor of Arts (Hons), University of Queensland) 

Dare currently holds the post of Group Administration Manager for his family business – urban development and civil 
construction company BMD – where he has key responsibilities including business systems, information technology 
and corporate administration.  He is also General Manager of PowerArts, a Performing Arts production and 
investment company with altruistic goals.  Dare has several years’ experience as a director in the Not-For-Profit Arts 
sector having served previously on the boards of QPIX and the Queensland Arts Council.  Dare was appointed to the 
EDC Board in November 2016, and is on the Market Development Committee. 
 
 
Natalie Weir  (Associate Diploma in Performing Arts QUT, Kelvin Grove) 
Natalie Weir is the Artistic Director of EDC.   She is an internationally renowned choreographer who has been 
choreographing professionally for more than 20 years. In that time she has created over 150 works. She was a 
founding member of Expressions Dance Company and was offered her first choreographic commission by Expressions 
at the age of 18. She has since created at least 10 works for the company. Natalie has worked extensively throughout 
Australia, creating many works for most of the country’s major classical and contemporary dance companies. Natalie 
has also created works for international companies such as American Ballet Theatre, Houston Ballet, Singapore Dance 
Theatre and Hong Kong Ballet.  Natalie was appointed to the EDC board in January 2009. 
 
 
Christine Johnstone (Bachelor of Arts (Photography) Queensland College of Art)  
Christine joined EDC as Executive Director in January 2017, and became a member of the Board in February 2017. 
During the past three and half years Christine has held the position of Touring and Regional Program Coordinator at 
Queensland Theatre, where she jointly devised, and was responsible for the delivery of, the extensive touring 
strategy. From2010 – 2013, she was the National Tour Coordinator at arTour, Queensland’s peak tour coordination 
body, securing funding and managing budgets of over four million, to tour Queensland productions to metropolitan 
and regional locations throughout Australia. Christine also managed her own consultancy, Service Station, enabling 
small to medium companies, particularly those in the arts, to easily access effective marketing and communication 
solutions. 
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founding member of Expressions Dance Company and was offered her first choreographic commission by Expressions 
at the age of 18. She has since created at least 10 works for the company. Natalie has worked extensively throughout 
Australia, creating many works for most of the country’s major classical and contemporary dance companies. Natalie 
has also created works for international companies such as American Ballet Theatre, Houston Ballet, Singapore Dance 
Theatre and Hong Kong Ballet.  Natalie was appointed to the EDC board in January 2009. 
 
 
Christine Johnstone (Bachelor of Arts (Photography) Queensland College of Art)  
Christine joined EDC as Executive Director in January 2017, and became a member of the Board in February 2017. 
During the past three and half years Christine has held the position of Touring and Regional Program Coordinator at 
Queensland Theatre, where she jointly devised, and was responsible for the delivery of, the extensive touring 
strategy. From2010 – 2013, she was the National Tour Coordinator at arTour, Queensland’s peak tour coordination 
body, securing funding and managing budgets of over four million, to tour Queensland productions to metropolitan 
and regional locations throughout Australia. Christine also managed her own consultancy, Service Station, enabling 
small to medium companies, particularly those in the arts, to easily access effective marketing and communication 
solutions. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

gina mCLennan

Graduate of Australian Institute of Company Directors; Bachelor of Architecture (Hons); 

 Bachelor Desig Studies University of Queensland

dare Power

(Graduate Australian Istitute of Company Directors; Master of Business Administration, Executive (EMBA), Australian Graduate 

School of Management; Master of Film and Television, Bond University; Bachelor of Arts (Hons), University of Queensland

nataLie weir

Associate Diploma in Performing Arts Queensland University of Technoloy 

Christine Johnstone

Bachelor of Arts (Photography) Queensland College of Art
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Meetings of Directors
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Statement of  
comprehensive income
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Statement of  
financial position
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Statement of  
changes in equity
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Statement of  
cash flows
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Notes to the financial statements
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Directors’ Declaration
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Natalie Weir's Behind Closed Doors. Image by Chris Herzfeld. 
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Expression Dance Company acknowledges and thanks our 2017 partners, 
sponsors and supporters

investment Partners

ProdUCing Partner

internationaL 
airLine Partner

aCCommodation 
Partner

season Partnerstraining Partner

Expressions Dance Company acknowledges the assistance of the Queensland Government through Arts Queensland,  

and the Australian Government through the Australia Council, its arts funding and advisory body.

media Partner weLLness Partner
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maJor donors invest in a danCer donors

sUPPorters

Andrew Battersby

Richard scott

stack Family Foundation

Trevor and Judith st Baker Family 

Foundation

Trevor st Baker (Elise may)

Powerarts (Dare Power) (Elise may)

Paul Newman and Lucy Bretherton (Elise may)

Judith st Baker (Ben Chapman)

Roberto masnata (Ben Chapman)

Rhyll Gardner and Rusty Graham (michelle Barnett)

marian Gibney (Alana sargent)

Tony Denholder and scott Gibson (Richard Causer)
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Mozart Airborne. Image by Fen Lan Chuang. Pictured L-R:  Jake McLarnon, Katina Olsen and Benjamin Chapman.


